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'No money, no honey,
By BILL ROBERTSON
In Albuquerque's South Valley, the
term "lowrider" can refer to a
customized,
usually Detroit-made
automobile with a special paint job and
less-than-stock ground clearance, or to the
owner of such a vehicle. At a lowrider
get-together, this duality can create
confusion.
The participants in Sunday's combination car and fashion show at the
South San Jose Community Center,
however, were more than willing. to help
the uneducated observer understand what
a lowrider is all about.
"Cruising, man," says Pete Benavidez,
president of the Amigos club, which cosponsored the gathering with La Familia,
another iowrider group. ''We're not into
speed; cruising is going slow, The way the
streets are in Albuquerque you could lose
your bottom if you speed.''
Many of the 35-40 cars displayed at
Sunday's meet were· not your usual
grocery-getters, but elaborate creations
only used on: weekends. At least one
proud owner said he wouldn't take less
than $2S ,000 for his vehicle.•
Anthony Sanchez is one who owns. two
cars, a 1963 Impala SS and a later-model
Pontiac Grand Prix. The latter he uses for
transportation, the Chevy is his "baby."
"It's my pride and joy," says the 18year-old dental lab worker. "That's where
all my money goes-my second home."
· Sanchez is one of the Amigos, a twoyear-old lowridf;lr club based in the San

been a cruising place for a long time."
He says, however, that lowriders aren't .
the only ones responsible for all the 'ills"
they are blamed for,

Amigos mrJmber Anthony .Sanchez poses w~th his "pride
and.joy",and his girlfriend. (Photo by Bill Barbre}

Jose community of Albuquerque. The
group numbers about 20, and meets once
a week to plan activities. "We do
everything ·possible together," says
Benavidez.
The co-sponsorship of the show is seen
as a major accomplishment by Benavidez.
"Ten years ago· you couldn't even go to
another part of· town," he says. "Look at
us now-we got guys from La Familia, a
westside club, _~ho are talking, partying

and competing with us."
The part of town most favored by
lowriders and other cruisers, downtown
Central Avenue, has recently been considered- as a future site for a pedestrian
mall. Benavidez predicts violence if this
plan is enacted.
·
"The first thing that will happen is that
someone will try to ram the street
blockades and bring them down. It will
make a lot of people violent. Central has

OVERSEAS JOBS • SUMMER/year round.

TYPING DONE 1N m}i home. Fast, accurate.
REasonable price. 294-0167.
04/19

SS00-$1,200 monthly: Expenses paid. Sightseeing. •

Europe, S, America; Australia, -Asia, etc. All fields.
Free info

Su-..rlelllon

-4.

Marron Hall131

WORK OVERSEAS IN lhe Peace Corps, 277-S907,
04/16
NEED WRITER TO help whh Human Sciences
Dissertation. 25.5·9266.
04/16
MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL Engineers,

HOUSING

downtown. Oood bus servi~e every JO minutes, J
bedroom o_r efficiency, SUIS·$230. Ali utlllties paid.
Deluxe kitchen whh dishwasher & disposal,
recreation room, swimming pool, TV room &
laundry. Adult complex, no pCts. IS20 Univc:rsity

senior-undergraduate or graduate students with
some industrial or prof~ssional Cxperiel)ce~ to work
part-•time on solar or ,hydrogen energy project. Call
277-3622 for appolntmcnr.
04/16
UNIVERSITY STAFF ASSOCIATION general
meeling, Wednesday, April 18, 19.79, S: 15, Family

NE, 2.43·249.4.
04/27
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM furnished aparlmenr,
one block lo UNM, $200. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 26B·OS2S.
04/27
FRESHLY PAINTED AND panelled. Enormous

Practice Ccntcrj . Bldg. 119, Room 340. Topi.:·Collectlve Bargaining Survey. Speaker$: Victdr
Padilla, Pres., Susanna Clouse, Vi~e Pres.~ Bernalillo County Menial Health Asso.:;iation.
04/16

three bedroom, Air. storage, $175 •. 262·1751 Valley

294-0171'
04/27
PREGNANCY TESTING AND counseling. Phone
04JZ7
247-9819.
PASSPORT and lDENTlFICATlON PHOTOS. 3

for

Sl~7Stl

Lowest prlces in town!. Fast, pleasing,

near UNM:. Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard
Blvd. NE.
04/27
CONTACTS?1? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Oprical Company. 26S-8846.
04/27
WRITERS: AN ENGLISH Depr.-sponsored rabloid

Is now accePting poetry and prose (fiction and non·
fiction) submissions. We reqUest that work be typed
and delivered to Humanities Rtn.272. Contributors
must be UNM students. We cannot return
manuscri~ts.
lf/n
DANCE TO TKO live Sundays 7:30-12:00 at THI!
ESTABLISHMENT. Drink, dine & dance e•peri~nce. (11(_0 will also play Tt.tes-Sat 9pm~l :JOam

for the next., few weeks). Montgomery Plaza Mall. ·
"
tf/n
THINK ABOUT THI! Peace Corps, 277-S907.
04/16
ONE DAY EXCITING Rafr Trips, $20. Call 884782S after 4.
04/18
WELL DEB, IT'S the end of the line. Amtrak is in

the same boat so don't feel good.

d4/j6

HELP CURE DIABETES. Diabetic volunt"eers
11eeded for diet study. Reimbursed StOO~ 2 studies.
Must be diabetics treated by diet only (no insulin or
oral hypoglycemic drugs), Musr be heallhy 2160yrs., no mcdicadons (birth control pills allowed).
Further Information call Jean Nichols 2774656.
04120
RUDE GUYS IN 242: .Do you have a good hand?
The Phantom Caller.
04/17
WANT A SOLID investment- for the future?
E"plore the potential and versatlflty of whole lite

insurance Witlt Dr. Gallant at Fidelity Union. Call
26S·7688 ror a personal appointment.
04/16
DEBBIE--YOU WON and now you're ·through.
Lame duck editors· all go to the samr: place in the
end 1 with Bill R. lceeplng you company.
04/16
FRANKIE--THREE MORE years? Wilhoill lhe
lame du¢ks··youtll ei.ther sink. or swim. Can you
dog paddle?
04/16

2. LOST&FOUND
YASHICA IJSGX STOLEN, if found please rerurn

tO 124 Marron·Hall. No (Ju~tibns· asked.

tf/n

LOST: BLACK LEGAL'NoiebbQk·in SUB, ,3121.
Call i77-S6S6 a.m. Gayle.
·
tf/n
LOST; BROWN SCARP 29 March at corner of
Central and Cornell. Call·266-9721. Reward. tf/n
FOUND: HARBRACE COLLEGE Handbook, in

.Marron Hail. Identify&. claim. in Marron Hail105.
lf/n

FOUND; SET OF keys in Journalism Building, sent

TERRI: CALL GILBERT, your old friend from to· UNM Campus Police tost &. Found~
04/16
c.K. 34S-t247
04/16 . REWARD: FOR OLYMPUS OM• I wirh 28mm lens
laken from 2nd Door SUB Lounge, Call877·4004.
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST, SPRING 1979
04/17
edition on sale now in Marron Hall, Room lOS.
S2.00.- Alsoj a few ot the last Issues will be sold at a
FIND YOURSELF IN the Peace Corps. Z77·5907,
special price.
tfn
04/16
SliMMER FILM PR.ODUCTION Workshop: lf
LOST: J I(EYS April 4, Fine Arts Building, 281·
you arc Serious about learning film produciionj this
3043 ev<.
•
· 04/19
private ''hartds·oni 1 workshop emphasizes access tO . FOUND: .G~ASSES, TIN1'ED, rimleS$. Claim in
and· Instruction with Professional 16rnm equipment
Marron Hall lOS.
tfn
to photograph lirid .edit yOur Own short flli'n. Oar~
FOUND: SILVER BRACELET, ser of keys,
DClberma:n: 2~·0863 aftei'noons/evenlngs.
04127

f?ot Science Fiction you tan't find elsewhere, FULL
• CtllCLil!lOOKS, 135 Harvard SE, 10-6 M-F, 12-5
Sal.
04/16
WANTED: HABITUAL CIOARETTE smoke<S,Io

volunteer for experime-nt involvng the erfects of
smoking on memory of recenlly learned lnaterial. If
interested, contact Mary Ann Gonzales, 277-5416 ot
344-J%0, (evenings).
04/16
CHEERLEADING MEETING FOR try-out!
Thursday April 19rh 7:00pm Room 1S4 Johnson
Gym,
04/16
PRE-HEALTH ~ROFESSlONS CLUB will hold its

last meeting of Spring Semester. Aprll 16 In Ortega
133 ar 7:30pm. The speaker will be Dr. H. Cohen.

Topic: Holistic: Medh::lne. There wUI aiso be eiection
of new board members. All hU:mbcts are en•.
couraged to attend.
HOUSE·SlTTERS

04/16
AVAILABLE:· 2

reliable

teachcrg..;.. from Jurte 5-Aug .s···BttCflding summer
iJNM; Call collecl 783CS84f alrer 5pm or write
P.O. Bo•. ~86, RQmah, NM 87321,
04116
SPRING- CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST, UNM's

Attd/Utcrary· ma1aztne on sille- doW· rn Matroir Hilll
Rm.l05, UNM Bookstore and on the Mall. $2.00.
04/27

Chinese textbook, 'biology lab technique Reseatch
ndtebookj wool sc~,rr~ bookbag,- li-ned notebook.
Identify a:nd claitn in Biology main orri'ce.
tfn

WHOllVER FOUND M'{ Seiko watch, please call
again. 881·472~. .
041!1

SERVICES
_ _ _....,_...__ _......,_.__ __

J~

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selecrric) and

now 3 minute Passport Photos. No appointment.'
268·8515. We do keys.
rOn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A eomplerc typing and

editorial syst_em~ Te.:hnical. g_eneral_, legal, medi~alf

Rentals SJS fee.
04/20 ·PART·TIME JOB: Sales, Oe<ible hours, good pay.
HOUSESITTING: PROFESSIONAL WOMAN will Possible full•time during summer. CaU; Phil
04/27
h(ius'csit during summer: expcriert~e. reteren.ces. Franczyk, CLU. 883·53~.

· 04/27

TYPING ALL PHASES eolleae work, accurate,
rea!OOatile, ta•t• 344-5446.
04/27
TYPING, EDITING, OROANIZING, Maimscripts,
Masters' Theses, rerm papers, M.A. Enalish.

Competenl. 294-3182.

,

04/ifi

7.

NEED A RIDE rhis s~mmer7 Use LOBO classified

advertising for rides or riders. You may place ads
daily 8:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m, in Marron· Hall rQom
lOS.
04/12
NEED A PASSENGER lo help wilh travel ex-

penses? Advertise in the DAILY LOBO classified
section
\
tfn

8.

study~ 11.-eplacet J140sq.rt. S67,SOO. Ph.2!S·7964.

·

04127
PARTLY FURNISHED TWO bc.droom, air,·
private yard, $9S, gas paid. 262·1751 Valley Renrals

MISCELLANEOUS
NE.

04/27

SouthWest,- UNM's new arts/literary
on
'20pct. commission. Come by Marron Hall Room
lOS mornings or call 2.71.5656 mornings.
tf/n
I.R.S.? NO, ADS I Two big April speeials. All ADS

loudspeakers on sale and annual demonstrator sale~
One each of every demonstrator at Hudson's Audio
on Mena\11 is marked for clearance. Save S-40pct.
on turntables, loudspeakers, receiversj casse_tte
decks, etc,, etc. ADS and demonstrator sale now at
Hudson's Audio Center, Menaul and Pennsylvania,

utilities, furnished one bedroom, female prefcrted.
247-3212.

04/20

EFFICIENCY.

FURNISHED,

PRlVATE

bath/enttancc. Utlliiies piid. No intoxiCating bev.

;·:dst;~;;;~~;

04116

1968 MERCURY COUGAR--good condition--but
needs some wotk. Call 243·7387 or 266-6475.

ssoo.oo or vw of comparable value.

I fin

LEICA Ml; 50MM F2 Sumici'on. Recent -factory •
overhaul and conversion to single stroke. S3SO Qr
'best orrer. ·262.037-9 evenings and weekends. lf/n
1978 .FORD MUSTANG. AM-FM cassette, fold

down rear seai, radials. Excellent condition.
S3,8SO.OO. Please call 2611-6475 after S:OOpm.

Jo;ABUKI 10-SPEED, lime sri:en,
"1ion. Call247-l86S evenipgs,

rf/n

e~~:cellent con~

•

04/16

TJO(ETS TO "The Boyrriend 11 at Greer Garson
Theatre, April21. 117·569S.
04/19
14KT. GOLD CHAINS, cost plus !Opel. to all
UNM studenrs. Call Ted 293-4656.
04/23
1974 VOLVO. ECONOMICAL--18mpg highway,

22mpg ciiy, sare...-3800 pound!i, disk brakes. l"u'e1
injection~ new ctu·tch. Outstandiilg condition.
$3200/best offer. 277·3247, 8'!1·3494 afler 6:00.
04/19.
GAS SAVER BATAVUS Moped, accessories. 5380.
242-1986.
.
04/27
TENOR SAXAPHONE. YAMAHA Profc5$ioit31
rnodcl, mint condition. ·S4.SO with ta:se. 2S6·1004~
04/20

6. - EMPLO\'l\-IEN.T
PART•TIME )08

graduate studcnl! only.
Afternoons arid evenings. Must be able to work
Friday .and Sarurday nigh,., Must be .21 years old.
Aopply in person. ii'O phone calls please. saveway

Liquor Stores 11t 5704 Lomas NE 1 ~ll6 Menaul NE.
. •
..
. . .
.. 04/1_7
SUMMER JOBS, NOWI World crulsersl Pleasure

Ca~ino.s,

1\estauranu,_ ~Ranches. Crufsers. _Send

Sl.9S lOt application/info, to LAKEWORLD DZ,
Box Ci0129, Sa01o., CA 95860.
o.l/27
SUMMER. DAY_ CAMP Needs• exp.Arts It Crafts
Dlrccror, tamp coun':"lou, WSI qualified helpful.
~Jtd ,res~me _to Jewuh Communhy Council_ 600
LouiSiana Blvd. gil, Albuquerque, NM
04/17

Jewelry

OLD TOWN

~~;;;;;;;;;;;;~~:§~§====~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
··

S3S fee, HOUSE:. NEAR UNM, $90.00/mo.04/20
SHARE
plus -

Aca·Meer
. ·•n 18
- wwithout law school.
e

.

I

1

After just three months of study at The Institute for
. Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or businesswithout law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for ParaleQal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your: choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the natiort!s first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85clties
nationwide.
·
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for a.n lntervil:iw with our reP,resentative.

We

~

In other action, the commission
announced that it would continue
to investig'ate advertisements in the
LOBO by the Student Publications·
Board,
KUNM - Listener"
Supporters and Popejoy Hall for •
alleged violations of the election
code.
The commission will also send ~
letter of warning to the Residence
Hall Students Association stating ·
if RHSA do~s not agree to comply
with a provision of the election
code prohibiting·· campaigning
within 75 feet of a poll, the
commission will not locate a poll
at La Posada.
,
RHSA contends that the dining,
area of La Posada is part of a
private residence &nd thl\t the
commission has n'o jurisdiction
over what happens there, The
Department of Housing and F()od
Serv.ices permits RHSA to
distribute flyers in the dining area
if cleared with the Associate Dean
of Students for Housing G, Randy ·'/:"; Anaya take~ the oath of office for ASUNM vic(J-president from
Boeglin.
Chief Justice Mary
e ~n 8 aber while President Mario Ortiz looks on.

''

New Mexico

Hopi Culture blends
with English poetry
tonight at the Central
Torta, next to Knadjian's Carpets.

DAILY
T~esday, April17, 1979

.

NEW WATERBED, Sl09..9S buys you I) dark

walnut-stained floor frame, 2) safelY liner, 3) finest
lap seam
any size -with three year

Mallen of Hanel M .....
Indian

The new ASUNM president,
Mario Ortiz, was sworn into office
yesterday following the election
commission's certific&tion of last
Wednesday's election results,
Also taking the oath of office
were Vice-President Jim Anaya
and 13 of 15 newly elected
senators, Another senator, Fred
Rock, will be sworn in ·prior to
Wednesday's Senate meeting,
which will be held at 6 p.m. jli
rooms 2SOA-E of the SUB.
Charles Rundles, who will
. replace Sen. Eirik Johnson
will
'- t
·not' take office until May IS, when
Johnson's resignation becomes
effective. Johnson resignee! from
the senate 'to allow his seat to be
fifled when he graduates.
For the first time since 1975,
certification of the spring general
election was not clelayed by court
order. According to Barbara
McMahon, chairman of the
election commission, the election
"went a lot better than the last
one, which was just for Senate."

rtit·d
18 . .

TRAVEL

Ple.,e caii26S·240J, 271·2831.
04/20
CANDELARIA ONE BEDROOM, air, fenced
yard, furnished, S90 includes utilities. 262·1751
Valley Rentals SJS fee.
04/20
HOUSE ACROSS FROM UNM, 3bdr., 3 barhs,

scholasrk, Charts&: tables. J4S·212S.
04/27
~oatsf No e~perieilce! Goad payr Catrib.ean,
TvPIST • TERM PAPERS, Thesis, Resume!. ~99·
Hawaii, World! Send SJ.95 for applicaiion and
direct referrals to SEAWORLD DZ, Box 60129,
8970,
04/24
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL sryles, Mar<'• Gultat Sacramento, CA 9!860.
04/27
. .. . tf/n
'JOBS! ·LAKE, ]AHOE,.. Calif! Filnlastl~ tips!
Studio. 165·3315.
..
. .
GARDENING? START EASY. Custom IO!Oiilllni -- Sl,700·S4,000 summer! 'thousands still needed.

hy appointmienl. Tlm's.Tilllna. 268..6!10,

write: IJC, Box S2-NB, COrona Del

tO

THE CITADEL--SUPERB location near UNM &

or by mall to:

UNM lox 20, UNM
·Albuquerque, NM
87131

lr<lccption, stetilizoUion, nbotlion. Righl to Choose.

~

teach one or more of the following sports ac·
tivides: Tennis, Swimming, Archery, Soccer, for
three summr.r months. -Classes wlll meet weekly
LINDA'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric)
approximately _4hrs/day. Desrec not necessafy.
specializing in legal and technical, also term papers • Salary negotiable. Call the Johnson O'MaUC:y
and theses. Reasonable, fast and accurate. 877~ Program, New Laguna, 1·552-6625 collect. 04/17
~398.
04120

J100otullyear pluathe

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT .con-

"You know what they say" Benavidez
sa!d. "'No money, no hone;, no car.' A
woman sees your car, they want to get in·
You're their idol."
.
'

COCHITI MOTORS. WE'LL fi• or buy your
vehicle. 6804. Cochiti SE. 2684071.
04/27

Johnsen Gym al 111 Cornell. Hours 1J ..6 Mon·Fri.
Special order service.
04/16

Subscllptloni

1. PERSONALS

Amigos and La Familia, as well as
other lowrider groups in New Mexico, are
watching the events here and in Santa Fe
closely. They have a direct stake in tlie
debate against cruising. ·
· ·

Mar, CA 9262S,
-04727
FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHOP
and
pbotography sallery is located ~ block from . SEEKING QUALIFIED COMMUTING instructor

Dally ·LObo·.

·

Plaza merch&nts in Santa Fe have
attempted to corral traffic ip the area on
weekencls, . claiming ·that young people
. who cruise the area "drink heavily, throw
bottles and cau&1= damage." ln
Albuquerque a lJNM architecture student
has drawn up plans to make Central
Avenue downtown a pedestrian area. The
city fathers have hearcl his plan.
"It's not only lowriclers who cruise,"
Benavidez says, "Every other car is not a
lowrider, it's just a cruiser. · ·
''We're not always on the streets, We
· spend a lot of time working on our cars
and we have to work to make money t~
pay for them."
·
!he ·28·year-old Benavidez, an architecture student at T"VI, says his group
has rules against fightmg and would not
partiCipate in acts of civil disobedience
against any barriers on Cen.tral. But he
expects action from the city soon.
· ·

rtiz, Anaya & 13
senators take oath

6L6ll1HdV

will visit your C.l!mpus on;

Thursday, April19

·. · 235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732·6600

Approved by the American Bar Association.

Regents.a.pprove
law dean,~
.
~oundation to handle donations
~-

By PATTJ WATSON
UNM's Board of Regents yesterday approved the appointment of Robert J.
Desiderio as dean of the law school
Desiderio, presently a law professor1 was
selected to replace Dean Fred Hart. Hart
announced his resignation last fall to resume
. teaching at the school.
In other action, the board voted to accept
a proposal to create an independent public
foundation to receive and ·distribute
donations to the University. _
The board also: voted to revise its contracts with Baylor College of Dentistry and
Kansas · State University College of Yen- ·
terinary Medicine; approved a proposal for a
contract with the Tufts University School of
Veterinary - Medicine; revised a University
policy covering employees of UNM's Mental
Health Center; and heard a· proposal by the
chairman of ASUNM's lobby committee that
would reduce or replace the tuition increase.
• Robert Lalicker, director of development,
said the foundation will receive ·all major
donations - such as money from trust funds
or wills and . real estate ~ and will be
responsible for distributing them. He said
that currently all donations to UNM are
handled b~ the Greater UNM Fund.
, "This ye_ar we received $2.7 miUion in
donations ftom close to ·7,000 donors. A
· public foundation will be for the sole benefit
of ~UNM - no oth~r organizations or individuals will benefit from it," Lalicker said.
I:alicker said a public' foundation is
suitable to handle donations beca.use it will
be flexible in distributing donations and will
involve persons who are not otherwise
connected with the University.
He said the foundation will have "more
flexibility" in distributing. the donations than
the Greater UNM fund has because it will be
.restricted by fewer state and federal
· regUlations.
·
He said the foundation will also utilize
persons who are "interested'.' in UNM by

.

recruiting. them to sr:1 ~c on its Board of
Directors.
;'The foundation will be governed by a
board of directors consisting of from 12 to
45 persons. Most · of these persons will be
'lay persons,' or persons who are not
connected with the University in any other
way," Lalicker said .
He said the proposal says only three
persons employed by UNM can serve on the
Boara of Directors, and those employees are
unable to hold office on the board. He said
whether UNM students will have .a
representative on the board is unclecided.

The board accepted the proposal by a vote
of four to one, with one member ~bstaining
from ·voting.
In addition to approving the foundation,
the Board unanimously voted to revise
contracts UNM has with two universities.
The revision in the contract with Baylor's
College of Dentistry. was in response to that
school's change from a three-year to a fouryear dental program. Under the 'revision,
UNM will reduce · its ''support;' fee from
$12,000 to $9,000. The support fee is the
amo.unt of money UNM pays to the institution it is contracted with .that pays all or
part of tuition charged to New Mexico
students in the ·program, as well as other
expenses.
The revision in the contract with Kansas
State University's School of Venterinary
Medicine Education increases the number of
openings available to New Mexico students
front two to three.
·
The board unanimously approved a
proposal to accept a contract with Tufts
University School of Veterinary Medicine
. that will be effective from July l 1979, to
July 1, 1986.
Tufts is a private college in Massachusetts.
Under ·the agreement with Tufts, three
openings in the ptogram will be available to
New. Mexico students during the first year,
a11d five Openings will be available each year

during the next three years.
· In ·return, the University 'will pay a $10,250
support fee. About $1250 of that money can
be deducted for tuition fees charged to a
New Mexico student. The student will be
required to pay .the other $4,750 of Tuft's
tuition fee.
The board also voted. unamimous!y to
strike a restriction barring. employees of
UNM's Mental Health Center from being
r1;1presented by a labor bargaining unit. The
restriction was originally placed on the
Mental Health Center because there was a
conflict about whetller it was a UNM
organization or · a Bernalillo County
organization, UNM President William Davis
said.
"Since the center has been reorganized and
is now· under University jurisdiction, the
employees have a right to belong to a
bargaining unit," Regent Henry Jaramillo,
Jr. said.
Although exact figures of how many
employees will be affected were uitavailable, ·
a University official extimated approximately
SO employees will now have the choice of
joining a bargaining group.
Phil DePriest, ASUNM lobby committee
chairman, presented a proposal to the board
that he called ...an alternalive'' to the· fee
increase.
DePriest suggested each UNM student pay
two $!·subscription fees each semester to the
LOBO and KUNM. He said both fees would
be refundable, but were estimated to raise
approximately $80,000 each year. '
"Since $80,000 would be raised through
the student body, money for'the LOBO ·and
KUNM could be cut from ASUNM's budget
and applied to t\; · :.~ H here the money from
the tuition increase would be applie~v· he
said.
JaramiHo asked DePriest to 'supply more
information on his proposal before the
Regents' May meeting, saying if the board :
has enough information on his .suggestion,
they will consider it then.
•

Ttof)hies~·_.

-··

planned _in
contests
Six UNM social sororities
. will begin competition . today
for first, second and third-place
trophies in the Sigma Chi
Derby Days.
Greg Grishan, Sigma Chi
''Derby Dad," saicl winners
will be determined on a point
system with sororities receiving
_points for winning. various
:games, a skit contest and a
. "Derby Darling" contest.
Grishan said Derby Days will
begin at 3:30 p.m. today with a
"mushball game in Bataan
Park. He said mushball is a
game similar to baseball that
uses a ball larger and softer
than a softball.
Mushball games will be
-played at 3:30 and 4:30 p.m.
today,
Wednesday- and
Thursday, · Orishan- said.
Sororities will be eliminated
from the mushball competition
after losing one game, he said.
A "Derby Darling" contest
is scheduled to be held
We~nesday at · the Sigma Chi
house, 721 Yale NE at 7:30
·p.m.
One representative from each
sorority will answer questions.
The "Derby Darling'' will be
chosen on the basis. of her
personality, wit and ~reativity
in answering the questions, he
said.
Grishan said the trophies will
be awarded to the winning
·sororities April 21 d:Jrillg a
party llt the Sigma Chi house
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

•.
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Hijackers thwarted,
new group emerges
BRUSSELS,
Belgium. The victims were taken to
(UPI)-lsraeli security agents on hospitals in Brussels, 10 miles
hand for the ardval of an El AI away.
Israel flight with 160 passengers
Belgian gendarmes joined in the
opened fire on four Palestinian attack on the terrorists but
terrorists at ~russels airport Defense Minister Paul Vanden
Monday arid broke up what could Boeynantg-who rushed to the .
have been a major bloodbath.
airport as soon as he heard of the
The Israelis shot one heavily attack--said, "The first shot& at
armed . terrori&t anq captured a the terrorists were fired by El AI
second .. Belgian gendarmes joined security agents who happened to
the shootout but were unable to be there."
find two other attackers, one a
Two of the terrorists were
woman.
captured, one of them with a
The terrorists, armed with bullet wound in the shoulder. One
fragmentation . grenades and or two other terrorists were
Soviet-made Kalashnikov-type believed to have escaped,
submachine guns, were thwarted in genarmerie officials said. Most
their attack on the El AI plane eyewitnesses mentioned two, one
when the flight from Tel Aviv of them a woman, they said,
arrived late.
"We think were were four
They hurled two light hand · terrorists," the airport's assistant
grenades into the crowded ter- manager said. "The wounded
minal from a balcony, wounding were visitors in the hall. They
what officials said was "about a were having dinner. They were in
dozen persons," none seriously: the restaurant of the departure
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Acareer in lawwithout law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation In the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training Is the nation's first
and most respected schOol for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 gradua_tes in over 85 cities
nationwide.

· If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
·
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

Thursday, April 19

·,

hall. One passenger from Sabena
waS hurt."
Police found a piece of paper,
dropped by one of the attackers,
containing in Arabic a demand
that the Belgian prime minster and
chie'f of police come to the ai,roort
and . that a plane be put at their
disposal.
In Beirut, a previously unknown
Palestinian guerrilla group calling
itself "Black March," claimed
-responsibilitY for the attack. An
anonymous telephone caller to the
UPI office in Beirut said, "The
Black
March
Organization
declares its responsibility for the
Bruss.els operation."
The name "Black March''
apparently refers to the March 26
signing of Washington of the
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty,
which the. Palestine Liberation
Organization has denounced and
vowed to avenge as treason
against the Palestinian people.

The
Institute
- .for

Paralegal

. Training®
•

Approved by the American Bar Association.

KAMPALA,
Uganda
(UPI)-Tanzanian troops Monday
closed in on Idi Amin's last
stronghold-the industrial city of
Jinja-and checked out reports
that Amin's English aide, wanted
for countless murders, was being
detained in Kenya.
Britain, which already has a
representative in Uganda, became
the first European nation to
recognize the new government of
President Youssef Lule.
Government spokesmen in
Kampala said they were depending
on London and Washington to
provice the bulk of millions of
dollars in aid needed to rebuild
the shattered country.
Lule's government again appealed to looters who had
"stripped the city down to the
floorboards" to return stolen
property and vechicles and
promised no action would be
taken against them.
Thousands of persons filled ·the
churches Sunday to offer thanks
New Mexico Daily Lobo
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for Amin's overthrow, and then
solemnly walked through the
headquarte~s of his secret police,
the State Reserach Bureau, where
thousands of Ugandans had been
'
tortured to death.
One civil servant who had been
a prisoner at the headquarters said
he had seen the late anglican archbishop of Uganda, the Rt. Rev.
Janani Luwum, brought to the
Bureau, tortured and shot to
death. Amin insisted the prelate
had died in a road accident.
Using the same cautious tactics

.

Reports in Nairobi, Kenya, said
Amin's closest. aide, British-born
Bob Astles, had been detained for
questioning in connection with the
mysterious death last year of wellknown Kenyan businessman Bruce
McKenzie, whose aircraft exploded on a flight from Kampala
to Nairobi.

Design· improvements
for reactor suggested
WASHINGTON (UP I)-An
official of Babcock and Wilcox
Co., the firm· that built the
troubled nuclear reactor at Three
Mile Island said Monday the
company is considering several
possible design changes to prevent
future accidents.
John MacMillan, vice president
of the nuclear power division of
Babcock and Wilcox, testified to a
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they employed to capture Kampala
last week, Tanzanina troops edged
to within 20 miles of Jinja on the
Nile River Monday, Amin's last
known hideout.

meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety, an
expert group that helps· the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Even though earlier testimony
was that no apparent major design
flaw showed up in a preliminary
analysis of the early hours of the
March 28 incident, MacMillan
acknowledged, "Design im·
provements should be considered
in order to assist plant operators
in controlling nuclear power
plants" during problems.

•

Male Volunteers Needed
$100.00

A research study* is being initiated to determine
autologus in vivo platelet survival after storage in
.
a .new type of blood bag.
~riefly, the study requires that one unit of blood
is drawn initially and approx. 5 ml of blood is
drawn daily for the following 8 days. Volunteers
will be paid $100.00 for their participation. ·
For more information contact

Eileen or Marilyn
at the UNM Med. School, Dept. Pathology 277-2412
. • Study RUbs: Aprill6 - .May 31, 1979

PEC plan asks
•
arena renovation

Students in the advanced sign class rehearse for "Sign Fest" tb be held Wednesday
night at the KIMO Theatre.

Proceeds to aid deaf

Kimo Theater benefit site
Fire-eating, songs, and skits
performed with interpreters for
the deaf will be the entertainment
Wednesday night at a benefit Sign
Fest to be held at the Kimo
Theater.
The Sign Fest is sponsored by
UNM's Communicative Disorders
Deparatment and the Advanced
Manual Communications Class.
The proceeds from the program

will be used to buy a C-phone for
the deaf students at UNM. A Cphone translates telephone conversations into written words that
are visable on screell.
The Mistress of Ceremonies will
be PhyHis Wilco~. a communicative disorders professor at
UNM. The_guest of honor will be
Senator Tom Rutherford.
The admittance feeJs $2,00 for

a

By GAIL ROSENBLUM
Just when you think the school year is coming to an end, there
is something you may still need to do-register again.
Summer and Fall pre-registration for returning students continues until Friday. Continuous registration begins Monday and
will run until school begins Aug. 25.
G. Frost Johnson, administrative assistant to the registrar, said
most materials for new students, transfer students and readmitted
students will be sent to students from the admissions office during
continuous registration.
He said the registration turnout has been quiet and markedly
•
down from last year.
"Registration is being held two weeks earlier than it was last
year and that might be the reason for the light turnout. Also, it is
easier to register now, and many Students might not feel any
urgency to get registered immediately."
Students wishing to repeat a class under the old grading policy
have one last chance to do so this summer. Effective with the
1979 faU semester, a student any repeat any course, but wiD
receive credit only once.
Tuition for the summer is due prior to registering. Tuition for
fall is due by July 19.
. Tuition for full-time resident students has increased from $288
to $312. Non-resident full-time tuition has increased from $858 to
$938.
During the Fall 1979 registration, a new photo identification
' card will be processed. This card will also serve as an athletic ID
card. Qualified students may attend athletic events by presenting
. their student 10 cards and will not need to obtain a seperate
athletic ID ca~d.
· Students registering prior to July 20 should expect to receive
their ID cards and validation labels by mail during the week of
August 6-10. Students registering after July 20 should expect their
cards and validation labels three weeks after completing
registration.

• prompt, Courteous service • t:onvenleot off-street parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding l•dditloo•l chrrgnl • open seven (7) days a weak to
give you more service • o1fset' printing, typesetting, artists, .creatl\18 design.
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·eook Sale!

Begins April 7, 1979

Ends April 30, 1979

Special sale on academic quality paperbacks
•
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•
consists of constructing a permanent truss system so performers
could hang sound and lighting
equipment from the ceiling.
Hanging the equipment not only
provides better sound and lighting
but also eliminates obstructed
views, Lucero said.
"The support system presently
in the arena is designed to hold
only 2,000 lbs of equipment. The
original design was stronger but
when the adc!ition was put on it
altered the supports.
"A production company figured
out that more than eight inches of
snow ~ould cause the roof of the
structure to collapse," Lucero
continued on pogo&
said.

.

SPECIAL OFFER

Friday is last day
for pre-registration

•
'

adults, and $1.00 for children.
The program will be entertaining
to both hearing and deaf
audiences, said Wilconx.
The Sign Fest will begin. at 8
p.m. at the Kimo Theater, on
Fifth Street and Central Avenue.

By DEBORAH NASON.
In an effort to alleviate the
drougM in big-name musical
performances that has plagued
Albuquerque for the past year,
Popular Entertainment Committee
Chairperson Marcel ·Lucero has
devised a plan to renovate the
UNM Arena and make it a
drawing card for large-scale entertainment.
At a press conference last
Friday, .Lucero said, "The major
problem, Albuquerque has in
attracting entertainment is that
there is no place to put it. The
UNM Arena is the optimum
facility for rock concerts but there
is a problem in scheduling as well
as problems with the supports
.inside the place.'!
Lucero said the arena is the best
place for concerts because of its
seating capacity of 14,500,
compared with Popejoy at 2088,
Johnson Gym at 6,135 and
dowl)town facilities such as the
Civic Center at 5,500.
Lucero's plan to make the arena
conducive to rock concerts
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Hundreds of old books
Each 49c

Plus many Daily specials
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This sale extends only to merchandise o.n
the second floor
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Fiesta dea~line on Friday

Editorial

lnnocen.t

Sessions offered
at UNM's.ranch

On March 20, a search warrant was used to enter the dormitory room
of a UNM basketball player to find evidence of a reported rape. In the
accompanying affidavit the woman, referred to as the victim, said two'
baskeball players had sexual r!llations with her without her consent. She
also said she smoked marijuana and snorted cocaine with the two rnen
and others in the room.
The story in the LOBO that reported this has created an emotional
controversy on campus. The affidavit with the search warrant Is a
document of public record .. It can be reproduced legally in a newspaper.
A paper would be safe from libel suits if it accurately quoted the affidavit - if a name is in the affidavit, that name can be published.
Such a document, with its potentially damaging testimony, should be
treated carefully by a reporter or editor. The athletes were n9t, and
have not been, charged with crime. Yet by quoting the affidavit, the
impression left on the reader by the paper is that the men are guilty.
This is not correct - they are innocent until found guilty by a court of
law. At this moment the two athletes are innocent.

Political
golf
ball
,'

Default rate lowers
as HEW gets tough

Fri.day, April 2Q is the last day for UNM .student organizations
and the public to pick up applications for a booth or table for' the
1979 Fiestas, April 2H8.
Booths and table~ will be rented out on a first come, first serve
basis. ~he .price for renti~g a booth for the annual spring
celebration ts $25. The pnce for renting a table is $1~. Any
persons or groups. wishing to sell any good on the mall those two
days must have a table or booth rented.
Applications may be picked up at the Student Activities Office
in the. SUB. For more information, contact Isabel Gonzalez at the
Studenf Activities Office.

'I 'Rt'PtAT-~ERE

IS l'P REAL CAUSE ~ ALARM •. ' I

While Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials strive mightily to are heads ana ta11s into nuclear power, wants to stifle the press. This
negate the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor, advocates of atomic jibes with the· attitude among pro-nuclear people these days, the atpower, from journalistic, political and scientfic spheres, work even titude which insists that the American )1eople (and the press, we shall
harder to restore the clouds of secrecy and non-information that have assume) are not "smart" enough to judge the .merits or dismerits of
for decades kept the American public completely in the dark about nukes. Trust us, they say..
Yes, Allah, we will put our lives on the line for'the corporate goal of-a
radiation.
nuclear
America. Ask the people in St. George, Utah, about that one.
If we have learned anything about this fiasco, it is that scientists
"You
are
in no danger from our nuclear testing in Nevada - there is no
working in. government are under ccnstant and pronounced pressurefrom officials above them, from colleagues, from business interests and · cause for alarm. Just make sure. you are indoors, you know where your
from within themselves - to conceal any information which they kids are, and don't drink any milk."
.
conclude will be harmful to "the cause."
Do we really all live .in Pennsylvania, like the West German protestors
One of the few government issuances on nuclear power, the will have us believe? Here in New Mexico we only have sj!( nuclear
Rasmussen Report, . stands now completely discredited. Pro-nuclear reactors, one of them right here on campus, in a shaky' building near·
strategists once pointed to it and said,. "A catastrophic accident will the engineering center. The west wall of the nuclear engineering
never happen."
building, incidentally, came so close to collapse recl!"ntly that it had to
NRC officials, meeting in the Pennsylvania countryside near Three be shored up with metal cables.
Mile Island · to determine a course of action, debated the merits of
Just as the appearance of an "explosive hydrogen bubble'' at Three Mile
recording their deliberations on a caS;Sette' machine, .as required by law.
Island
was "a new twist" for the governor of Pennsylvania and all other
At one point a NRC member said, "I guess someone-will want to know
'()f the nuclear drama, so too we have our own strange
observers
what we're doing now." Another, angered at the presence of
newspeople near the power plant, wondered aloud which amendment surprise: what formed the,second containment wall for UNM's reactor
to the Consitution protected freedom of speech. "I'd like to repeal it," became weakened by construction adjacent to it. So, while corporate
America tries hysterically to suppress uneasiness about nuclear poyver,
he declared.
·
these
"surprises'' continue to occur, and the health and safety of an
. How reassuring. A member of the Nuclear RegulatorY Commission,
the government's check on Westinghouse and other corporations which entire world are batted around llke a political golf ball.

Letters.

THWTB

Frustration

Editor,
from the issue to discuss that which might be
Editor,
· After ignoring charges of racism throughout the supportive of the conviction. Some of us have
. As a handicapped student, I could not agree more with the position
week of April 9, the outgoing LOBO staff left their worked for many years with the phenomenon of
of DOC regarding Affirmative Action 'and Dr. Eric Berryman. My perlegacy in the matter of the case involving the rape and know that rape (in relation to a victim or a· sonal experience in dealing with him is one of frustration ·and disapbasketball players by sending a message to the new rapist) has little to do with "Chronic Lawbreakers,';
pointment. He has a genius for clouding any issue, by concentrating on
LOBO editors and writers: "THWTB: Let the new "Shoplifting," "outstanding warrants," etc. in the
everything but the issue while deploring the fact that your problem was
staff worry about it.'' This statement appeared at way these points were used. We believe the author
presented in a particular way, or at all. I have been constantly assured
the top of the front page of the April 12 (Thursday) used some relevant facts, connected them to
that UNM is in compliance with the mandates of Section 504 of the
LOBO. It is likely that most people reading the irrelevant facts and pulled up a story flexing his
Civil Rights Act but my everyday experiences tell me that this is not the
LOBO that day did not even notice it, or if they. did, racist muscles.
.
case. When a person from the'"planning office talks about all programs
they did not think about its meaning. Usually such a
Our concern as womeh is to prevent rape from
being accessible to the handicapped, does he mean BUILDINGS? This
stat~ment referes to an article on the front page. occurring, not to have people tried and convicted in
is not the case. Does he mean classes in. all departments? Does access
What does this statement mean? To Hell With The the public mind on the front (or any} page of a
mean the ability to be physically present in a class? This is not enough.
B------. The only article on the front p'Ue that this newspaper. These articles facilitate conviction in the
mystery slogan might relate to is .one entitled public mind and are reminiscent of the .historical
I have personally attended classes where all kinds of visual aids
"Concerned Students Quiz Davis,'' a story covering days of "Lynching for Looking,'' which is what has
(slides, movies, etc.) are used and the description. offered is so minimal
the meeting that members of the Black Student. happened to black men in this country throughout
that it cannot be followed without sight. When lights are turned out
Union had with UNM President William E. "Bod" its history; There lire different ways to exert power
completely for a visual presentation the deaf student can no longer
Davis the day before. To Hell With The Blacks: Let and/or rape; the author has used one of them. We
participate either. There seems to be a total lack of orientation for
the new staff worry about it, written in code from must resist oppression hi all the ways we can define
professors as to the needs and rights of handicapped students.
them:
one LOBO staff to another.
Other than this legacy, the old staff did nothing to
Reasonable Accomodatipn, as required by Section 504, need not be
clear up the controversy surrounding the story, Doris A. Holbrook
Nellie L. White
difficult or expensive - it is mostly a matter of recognizing the right of
"Rape Case in DA's Office.'' They merely passed Johanna (Juba) Clayton
Sandra Ward
the handicapped student to be here and to pat:ticipate. After that
the mess on to the new staff. And what will the. Ann NihJen
Pat Luna
common sense, and a willingness to explore the needs of the individual
new staff do?
Christine Mermier
Barbara de Weever
students, is all that is required. Most handicapped students have
As. women concerned with the issue of rape, we Je~n Ann Baines
Kyle Fiore
discovered simple strategies for overcoming the obstacles 'imposed by
believe the above-mentioned story (Rape Case in the -Shannon Proctor
Sara Stanley
their problems and would be happy to share them.
DA's Of.fice) ·and the 'editorial were -not concerned Hollis Elkins
Vicki Greenhalge
with the issue. of rape. Rather, ·in a· flippant and Landra White
Emily French
racist manner, the author, by reporting the story
One thiflgs is certain at present. The disabled students need an
complete with names and photographs of the two
Editor's note: The ear refe;r.ed to the ASUNM
advocate and they do not have one!
basketball players, .clouded the issue. The editorial budget. The antecedent to "it''
the ear is
assumes the position that they are guilty and strays singular.
Catherine Petersan

in

An "unacceptably high" default
rate on both New Mexico Student
Loans and National Direct
Student Loans has prompted the
University to increase collection
efforts, says a UNM attorney.
Approximately 4,000 suits have
been filed on defaulted NMSLs
,and between 50 to 100 have been
filed on NDSLs, said John Sitko,
collection counsel for tbe Office
of the Comptroller.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, which
insures th!'! loans, has pressured
the University to cgllect on
NMSLs. The loan program had a·
. default rate as high as 22 per cent
two years ago, said Sitko.
Because of new HEW guidelines
setting the default rate at 10 per

cent for NDSL and making the
state pay all defaults, it has only
been recently· that the Univ~rsity
has begun to seek collection on
the loans, said Silko. The new
guidelines, he said, go into effect
June 30,
The procedure for collecting on
the loans is for program administrators to notify the legal
office of the University 61· days
after the loan is delinquent. The
legal office then writes a letter to
the
borrower
demanding
repayment. If no .response is
received a suit is filed in district
court seeking loan repayment and
compensation for legal fees incurred by the University.
Approximately 30 per cent qf
the cases are resolved by the letter,

50 per cent before a judgement is
handed down and only 50 per cent

of the remaining cases are ever
resolved, said Sitko,
"But," he said, "there has
never been a case where the court
ruled in favor of the student,"
The "solid effort" made by the
University's legal office to collect
these loans has resulted in a
default rate drop from 22 per cent
to 4 per cent, or a 75 per cent
recovery rate, said Silko.
. "We make a very solid effort to
collect. We have even referred
cases to foreign countries such as
Columbia, Germany, Sweden and
Canada," he said .
The result has been an increase
of more t_han $1 million in repaid
student loans, he said.

UNM's School of Architecture noons will be spent in desig~ and
and Plan~i11g · is accepting ap- theory for .future rehabilitation
plications through Friday for· meas11res.
students interested in renovating
Students interested in attending
two cabins at the D. H. Lawrence one of the two sessions ml!st
Ranch.
participate in both design and
Tuition for the summer live-in · construction studios of that
workshop is $150. Board is $140. session.
Those accepted into the program
Improvements will be made on
must pay full tuition and ~oard at least two of the Kiowa Village
before May 13, said Enid . cabins (San Ildefonso and Santo
.Howarth, lecturer for the School Domingo).
ICl
con~irlued fl'om page 3
of Architecture and Planning.
Work to be done by students
He added that most rock groups · "Money for the renovations
There will be two 4-week will be fixing minor repairs, in.
stalling
energy-savings
devices,
.
hav~
an average of 5 to 6 tons of would eventually come from the ·
sessions, each open to approximately thirty students. The conducting
water
system equtpment. .
.
.
University, which means it would ~~~~!!!!!
assessments
and
evaluating
the
Lucero
esttmates
hts
truss
plan
come
from the legislature. PEC is
students will receive six upper."
'
to
cost
around
$100
000
He
t's
currently
circulating petitions to
division credit hours upon land problems at the ranch.
·
. .
• _· . .
Accommodations
will
be
currently
working
with
the
UNM
gather
support
fOr the design and
completion of the workshop.
"The in!ent of the workshop provided by the Lobo Lodge. architect on the plan and.has been to bring the problem to the atsessions is . to give students a However, students are not per- offe~ed similar plans . f~om an tention of the public.
"Albuquerque needs more
balanced combination of theory, mitted to remain at the ranch on· architectural company,m Denver
weekends,
said
Howarth.
that
renovated
a
stadium
there.
entertainment,"
Lucero said.
design and hands-on construction
experiences in the application of
On weekends, there will be
appropriate technology," said optional field trips to historic sites
Edith Cherry, assistant dean of in New Mexico, such ·as Chaco
the School of Architecture and Canyon, Los Alamos, Ghost
Planning.
Ranch and Canyon de Chelly.
The first 4-week session begins
"Plan to bring sleeping bags
and approximately $100.00 to
June 11 arid ends July 7.
Mornings· of the first session cover costs of these trips," said
·
·
will be spent doing. construction. Howar"th:
Students
will
implement
The D. H. Lawrence Ranch was
rehabilitation measures designed given to the University in 1955 as
by the planning committee a gift from Frieda Lawrence,
-, ,,
members of the UNM School of widow of the famed English
Architecture and Planning. novelist. Since 1955, the ranch has
Afternoons will .be spent in theory been reserved for pufPOses of
and design of new plans for the recreation and education. The
rehabilitation of the Ranch, in• ranch cabins provide sleeping
eluding site 'planning for energy- quarters for UNM faculty, staff,
MOSTLY CLASSICAL FROM $1.98
efficient water and land use. These teaching and graduate assistants,
plans will be. constructed by alumni, reti~ed UNM employees,
students . in the second 4-week D. H. fellows, UNM visiting
session.
professors, their families and
During the second 4-week guests of the University of New
session,- July 9 through August 3, Mexico.
USED PAPERBACKS
students will. do the construction
STILL ONLY 70cAN INCHwork in the mornings from the
design plans made by students of
the first 4-week session. After-

CJC::.C .
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GIFTS 8r SUPPLIES
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Check our complete
stoc.k of Cliffs Notes
for the help yc;>u need
in understanding difficult novels, plays and
poems. Millions of
students use them to
earn better ·grades in
literature.

GET CLIFFS .NOTES
HERE:
Books & Things, Inc.
Montegomery Mall
Plaza

Insure your car with •
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I 0 Convenient Pay· I
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Grade study approved

Relation forums set

The New Mexico Public lnterest said he was speaking for a number
Rese11rch Group voted Monday to of students concerned about the
begin a preliminary study of the policies.
University's policy on ad"I've had three incompletes in
ministering incomplete grades. The
the
four years I've been on
Board also voted to begin studying
the University's new course campus," he said. ''But I was told
the University all of the sudden
repetition policy.
has a new policy, and about the
The measures were suggested by only way to get an incomplete is if
UNM student Rick Smith, who you've suffered a catastrophe."

A University subcommittee is
sponsoring three informal forums
this week for discussion of
student-faculty relations.
The meetings are open to
students and faculty members
interested in improving studentfaculty relations, said pharmacy
Professor Wifliam Hadley, who is
chairman of the · provost's subcommittee on student-faculty
relations.
"We're primarily interested in

·Conceptions Southwest
UNM's Literary;Arts Magazine
Spring 1979 edition

On Sale Now

•

$2.00
in Marron Hall, Room 105
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Imitated
5 The last
10 Roman festivals
14 Judicious
15 Bakery item
·16 Sinful
17 Stipulations
19 Helicline
20 Element
21 Mexican
fare: PL
23 Auctions
25 Container
26 Addison's
partner
29 Reclines:
2 words
34 Pampers
35 Rip
37 Linger
38 Direction
suffix
39 Boob tubes
41 Matrix
42 Cancel
44 Tilt
45- Indies
46 Razes
48 Turns away
50 Sixth sense:
Abbr.

51 Wet
53 Hair pieces
57 Vocalists
61 Irritate
62 Fanciful
64 Slave
65 Wise saying
66 Ms. Kelt
67 Airline
abbrs.
68 Instruments:
Informal
69 Cleanser
DOWN
1 Snakes
2 Equal: Prefix
3 Antiseptic
4 Contrives
5 Passe
6 Quebec's
neighbor
7 Personality
8 Chap
.
9 French region
10 Gallery
11 Egg-shaped
12 Duration
13 European
mountains
18 Ending lor
med or com
22 Spars

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

24 Servile
26 Rush
27 Earth: Fr.
28 Heaters
30 Angers
31 Command
32 Arm part
33 Russian
negatives
Wriggling
36
39 To the point
40 Fabrics
43 The ...;_:
USSR plains
45 Some shoes
47 Faust and

Aida, e.g.
49 Make wine
52 Custom
53 Corner
54 Kiln
55 Maryland
coli.
56 Beverage
58 Outside:
Prefix
59 New Zealand tree
60 Cuff
63 Man's nick·
name

be11ring what the students have to
Informal groups of students and
say," said Hadley Thursday. "We faculty members will conduct the
w.ant to know about student meetings, Hadley said.
p!;!rception of faculty inside and·
outside the classr!)om."
He said the meetings are
scheduled for Tuesday from II
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Honors
Lounge of the humanities
building, Wednesday from 11 to 2
in room 230 of Zimmerman
Library and Thursday from 6:30
Deadlines for NavajO Tribal M:hollfShlp ap.
pllcatlons are AprH ;JO for _summer sessions an4
to 8.:30 p.m. in Hokona Lounge.

ASUNM legislatiye 'og

CeramltJSt··and Stulpior Hoyt CorbeU• a vJslllng •
faculty member In the art depanm~nt.- will spel_k on
hill work ·tonight •• 8 -p.m. In Room 1:018 o~ the
Fine Arts ~nttr. Admission Is fRe, .
04/11

The following bills were. filed yesterday in the ASUNM Senate (B
- bill; AP - appropriations bill; R - resolution; IB - intemal
business):
Bl (Browning, Atwell), establishing a senate representative to
UNM NORML.
B2 (Browning, Atwell), prohibiting election commissioners from
campaigning, prohibiting spending ASUNM funds on campaigning,
lowering ceiling on donations.
. B3 (Johnson, Ervin, Browning), creating a house of representatives.
API (Johnson, others), $1.58 to New Mexico NORML.
Rl (Browning), opposing coqversion of Returning Students
Associatio!l Lounge to other uses,
R2 (Browning), opposing change in repetition of courses policy.

The Student Publications Board will meet
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. ~It J~oo~ lll of the
041111
Journalism Building.

AU concerned wo"'en ~.re in"Jted to .alttnd an
orJumlzalional meetlnK ·of Women Against Rape
Wtdnesday at 7 p.m. lri Room lll or -the SUB. For
further Information call the Women's Center 111
Z77·Z716,

04/18

mall.

• 04/18

Thr collecllve barJalnlnK suney Will be dl_scusstd
at the University Starr As-sodatlotl 1eneral meellnK
Wednesda)' at 5;15 p.m. In Room 340, Building 9,
04/18
at the Family Practice Center.

dancer's own personal style. even a little disco. Bissell's perBy LESLIE DONOVAN
Entertainment was the key word Instructors Eva Encinias, Lorn formance is sharp, bright and very
last weekend in Rodey Theater as MacDougal and Jennifer Prcdock pleasurable to watch.
"Bulerias," a flamenco number
UNM's dance department opened appear in "Gavotte."
"For
Sister,"
choreographed
by
choreographed
by Eva Encinias,
a most enjoyable performance.
It was called Springtimespace- ·Judith Chazin-Bennahum, is closes the show with thundering
and with this performance UNM's inspired by Tennessee Williams' applause and a round of "Oies.''
dance community appears to be The Glass Menagerie. Kathleen This is the first time flamenco has
truly springing into a whole new Sinclair is again exacting as the been included in a UNM dance
brand of entertaining time and porcelain, untouchably aloof performance. If audience response
has anything to do with future
Laura.
space.
Lorn
MacDougal's
musical
performances, it certainly won't
Organized by the coordinator of
dance-theatre
contribution
to
be the last time.
the dance department, Jennifer
Springtimespace
·
is
called
Two live flamenco guit;;~rists and
Predock, Springtimespace consists ·
"Walking
Along,
Stepping
Along,
female
vocalist Quan do a superb
of six dances choreographed by
Straightening
Up
After
Resting."
job
bringing
the flamenco rhythm
department instructors.
· A panorama of the day-to-day to life.
Springtimespace opens with activities of a pre-industrial
The costumes and sets in
"Bizltrre," a modern ballet society, "Walking Along ... " is Springtimespace are also more
choreographed by Jon Cristofori centered on the idyllic atmosphere elaborate and more thoughtfully
to late baroque music. In true of the people, their interaction designed . than in previous perbaroque spirit, this sequence is an with each other and with their formances. Apart from the period
exquisite blend of the eccentric, environment. The inclusion of costumes of "For Sister,"
sometimes even bordering on the three children, Marisol Encinias, "Walking
Along .•. "
and
hum.orous, plus mod~rn a~.d Joaquin Encinias and Galilee "Bulerias," the almost psychedelic
~~asstcal fragm~~ts. c.rtstofo~t s. Carlisle, is especially appropriate unitards of "Bizarre" fit in
pas de ~eux. s~ctton '," 1th · in this sequence. The performers delightfully with its ornate
Kathleen . Smclrur. ts · e~pec1ally also sing an impressive vocal score · baroque music, just as the black
beautiful in execution, style. and arranged by Lee Connor.
gowns with gold underskirts in
"Farandole," · a jazz .number "Gavotte" fit in with the· music's
stage presence.
The next piece, "Gavotte," a choreographed by Cristofori, is a somber yet sometimes uplifting
modern dance for six womer. lively, upbeat complement to harpsicord tone.
Suspended, glass-like animal
choreographed by Lee Connor, is "Walking Along .. /' Featuring·
exceptional in its interplay bet- Wendy
Bissell
and
Dan ornaments· in "For Sister" and the
ween the dancers themselves. The Blumenfeld, "Farandole" is a effectively colored projec~ions in
solo sections are particularly beautifully controlled dance with "Walking Along .• .'' add. to tile
evocative in the expression of each lots of ·energy, lots of jazz and distinct tone of'these two dances.

·''I

.

Tlie University of New Mexico Division of Dermatology and the
Health Center needs volunteers with ache, to help determine the effectiyeness
of a new topical antibiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for examination on Saturday mornings starti!Ig April 28 thru June 23, and should
not be taking oral antibiotics or ·corticosteroids. Volunteers will be paid for
their participation.

in the I ,500 and 5,000 meter runs,
the Lobos finished with five first
places. The two wins gave the
freshman from Kenya five victories in his last sill races. He won
the 1,500 i.n 3:49.8 and ran away
from the field in the 5,000 to win
in 14:30.1. The. second-place
finisher ran a 15:47.0.
"We had good weather today,
and it was a good day to run,"
Koskie said afer his second race.
"It was better than last weekend
in the rain at Texas (relays.)"
Lobo hurdler Fatwel Kimiayo
was the only runner able to make,
a dent in the West Texas crop of
hurdlers. Kimiayo finished first in

the high hurdles in 14.0 and
second in the i!ltermediate hurdles
at 53 .4, one-tenth of a second
behind the Buffalo's Mark
Owinyo.
Clancy Devery won the stepplechase in 9:54.9 in his first
attempt at the event. The other
UNM winner was David Benyak
with a toss of 211-9 i!l the javelin,
his best throw of the season.

IM Entries Slated

The Hunger Projett will hold a bake sale
Wednesday from _9 a.m. to I p.m. on th UNM

Spri'ngtimespace lab~led
'enjoyable, delightful'-

.

.

The West Texas State men's
track te11m won 11 of 1.9 events
while rolling up 89 points as they
dominated a quadrangular meet
Saturday afternoon at University
Stadium.
Adams State finished second
with 61 points, followed by UNM
with 46 and Western New Mexico
with 18.
The Buffalos dominated the
sprint and hurdle events, finishing
l-2 in the 100 and 200-meter
dashes, .1-3-4 in the 400 meterdash, 2-3-4 in the 110-meter high
hurdles and 1-3 in the 400-meter
~ hurdles.
"
Led by Kipsubi Koskies's wins

.lune 30 for fall. Contact Rose Sandoval~ Navajo
Jfigl!er Education, In IJie ffflanthd aid office for
appointment, Room 1119, Mesa Vista.
04/)7

DO YOU HAVE AN:Y ZITS?
',,

Thinclads Rolled Over

Hector Giron pieced in the 400-meter intermediate hiJr·
dies. (Photo by Mark Poulsen)

Rogers Wins Third
BOSTON, Mass. (UPI) - Bill Rodgers, taking on the hills he knows
so well, out-deuled Japan's Toshihiko Seko over the final seven miles
Monday to win his third Boston Marathon and break his own record.
Rodgers, donning the same gloves he wore in his last two marathon
victories, finished the grueling race surrounded by a phalanx of police
motorcycles, in a record time of 2:09.27 - 28 seconds faster than the
record he set in 1975.
Rqdgers, a former school teacher and now succesful sportwear dealer,
became the fifth three-time winner of the prestigious footrace and the
first repeater since Belgium's Aurele Van den Driessche won in 1963 and
1964.
Seko, the winner of last December's Fukuoka Marathon in Japan,
finished second at 2:10.12 in his first try at Boston.
The 26-mile-385-yard race began in suburban Hopkinton and ended in
the shadow of Boston's · 52-story Prudential Center in downtown
Boston: This year's race drew 7,800 official entrants and 2,000 run-ons.
Rodgers and Seko ~ook over the race on the famed Heartbreak Hill in
Newton, some nine miles from the finish.
Rodgers cleared the Lake Streeet check pQint at the Boston-Newton
line, 21.6· miles into the race, just 17 seconds off his record pace of
1975. At that check point a policeman's horse went out of control,
'
briefly distracting Rodgers from his pace.
At the Coolidge Corner check poil)t in Brookline, two miles from the
finish line, Rodgers held a SO-yard lead over Seko and moved up to 2
seconds behind his record pace.

Softballers Swept
The UNM women's softball
team found the going tough. in
Arizona last weekend as they lost
two games each to Arizona and
Arizona State.
The Lobos saw their hopes for
regionals slightly. Their record is
now 19-17 overall and . 3-7 in
conference.
"I think we're not aggressive
enough in any of the series, and
we were not getting the clutch hits
when we needed them. I think we
have forgotten how to win,"
Coach Susan Craig said.
· · In the ·games against Arizona,
the Lobos had early leads, but saw
them vanish as the Wildcats took
both games 9-3, 8-1. ·l'he Lobos
jumped nut to a 3•0 lead in the
first game, only to watc~ Arizona
come back to win.
In .the Arizona State serie~, the

Lobos were· unable to get any
offense motivated, as the Sun
Devils swept the pair from the
Lobos, 3-0 and 3-1.
"I think we played better in the
Arizona State series, but we didn't
get the hits ~hen we needed
them," said Craig.
. The Lobos will try to get back
· into the swing of things this
weekend as they host the first
Diamond
Invitational.
"I think we will be able to relax
and play some good teams at the
same time," said Craig.

. The annual Intramural track
meet is this weekend with
preliminaries in the dashes, and
finals in 'the shot put and softball
throw, scheduled for Friday afternoon with all other events
Sunday morning .

discussed at the meeting, so it is
important to attend.

Tennis Too

The fourth annual Intramural
Spring Tennis Classic is scheduled
this weekend and the entry
deadline has been .extended until
Preliminaries for the 120 yard
today at S p.m.
hurdles, 100 yard dash, .220 yard
Entries need to be turned into
dash and 440 yard dash for both
the Intramural office, Room "230,
men and women are scheduled
Johnson Gym along with a $2 per
Friday along with the women's 50
person fee.
yard das~.
The Spring Classic is for
doubles
play so make sure your
Sunday's events Will be the long
jump, the high jump and the partner's name is on the entry
discus, which will be beginning at blank. Competition will be divided
9 a.m. The track events and order into sex, skill level and either
(faculty).
of their occurence are: 120 hur- student ror staff
.
dles, 50 yard dash (women only),
Also the annual Budman Chase
100 yard dash, mile, 880 relay, is slated to start at 10 a.m.
440 dash, 440 relay, 880, 220 yard Saturday at the west side of the
dash, 2 mile, 880 medley relay and. North Golf Course.
jii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!i!!i!!i!j
mile relay.
The t;ack events are scheduled
to start at 10 a.m. Co-ree relays
will also be run in the 440 and 88Q
relay.
All events will be run at
University Stadiu111 and late entries will be accepted.
A participant's meeting is
scheduled at 4 p.m. this Thursday
in room 124 of Johnson Gym. All
will be
rules and

Rock Climbing
Classes
•Introductory 1nd BtGinnillll
• intermedllle
•Advanced

• Moun•aln Rescue and

Tech. Evacuation

Classes Begin Apri/14
For Further Information

Contoct Outback Advaniuras

842·6226

new SPRinG.
ARRIVALS ••....
• cottons in naturals & colors • silk, wool. &
jute roving .: mexican wools • mohr.lir IMps &
blends • heavy jute <» cotton :-nop cord • sea·
grass & basketry supplies " metallic threads ~
2·ply natural wooi • dyes & booi\S •

V1L1.AG:
\VOOU
Fibercraft materials and supplies ,

0 14K solid gold pendant;
I B" serpentine chain - 99.95
0 Heavy 22K electroplated gold;
ta• serpenilne chain-· 39.95
Enclosed Is 0 check, 0 money order
lor~ .. _ --~--··
Washln_gi.Oin residents add 5.1 !a~s
I
also enclosing ~ 1.00

am

tax.

for postage & handling.
My stu <'n
Perimeter__ Length ... ··centemelers)

NAME . , ..
AtlDRESS .

cn'V
STATE .
SIGNATURE ·

_

.. ..-~----·.
..-~·---

.. - __ _

·--·--·-··-··-·-···
ZIP ---

--·-·-~ --

Sign

g719 FOURTH I. NORTHWEST
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.87107

For .furtherinformation contact
Irma Pinion
277-3136·
Studer~t Health. C~ter
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~'

~

'
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t

(
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Cessna. The last edition of the newspaper,
on the street less than six hours after the
crash, carried a package of 10 stories,
including a page-one color photo of the
crash site.
Richard Ben Cramer, a 28-year-old
reporter for the Philadelphia Inquirer,
won the Pulitzer for international
reporting for his stories describing the
~ffects of the Middle East turmoil on
residents, It was the fifth year in a row a
member of the Inquirer or the paper itself
.
picked up a Pulitzer.
In his stories, Cramer described a
young soldier at the front asking that his
mother be told he was safe; an Israeli
woman waiting in a hospital emergency
room to learn that her daughter had died;
and a young man from Beirut who put
down his gun to study medicine, only to
J;e slain.
Cramer wrote: "Artillery blasts
thudding on the hillsides make the sheep
bleat as they scatter, and the frogs wail in
the ditches."
The prize for special local reporting was
won by Gilbert Gaul and Elliot Jaspin of
the Pottsville (Pa.) Republican for their
year-long in~estigation into the demise of
the Blue Coal Corp., a Pennsylvania
company that once was one of the
nation's leading producers of anthracite
coal.

Arts/literary magazine on sale now in Marron Hall
Rm. lOS, UNM Bookstore and on th~ Maii.S2.00.
04/27
JOE ANDRADE, HAVE a Happy Birthday! 04/17
FRESHPERSONSI SEEKING A new dire<:tionl
Try Gen. Studies 111-003.
, 04/25
UNIVERSITY STAFF ASSOCIATION general
meeting, Wednesday, April 18, 1979, !S:IS. Family
Ptac:tice Center. Bldg. Jf9, Rm. 340. Topic··
Collective Bargaining Survey, Speakers: Victor
Padilla, Pres., Susanna Clouse, Vice Pres•• Bernalillo County Mcnta1 Health Association.
04/18
For Science Fiction you can't find elsewhere, FULL
CIRCLE BOOKS, 135 Harvard SE, 10·6 M·F, 12-5
Sat.
04/16
WANTED: HABITUAL CIGARETTE smokers to
vi11unteer for experiment invotvng the erfccts or
smoldng on memory of recently learned material. If
interested, conhi~t Mary Ann Gonzales, 277-5416 or
344·3%0, (evening•).
04/(6
CHEERLEADING MEETING FOR· try-outs
Thursd:t)' April 19th 7:00pm Room 154 Johnson
Gym.
04/16
HOUSE·SITTERS AVAILABLE: 2 reliable
tenc;ben--from June S·Aug S-aucnding .summer
UNM. Call collect 783-5841 after Spm or write
P.O. Do• 386, Ramah, NM 87321.
04/16
SPRING CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST, UNM's
Artsi.Lherary magazine on sate now in Marron Hatl
Rm.I05, UNM Bookstore and on the Mall. S2;.00.
.
04/27
WANT A SOLID loveSt.inent for the. ruturc1
&:plore the potential and versatility Of whole life
in~urance with Or. Gallant at Fidelity Union. Call
265 ..7688 for a personal appointment.
04/16
DF.UBIE-YOU WON and now you're througl1 ..
Lame duck editors all go ro the same place ,in- the
end. wit:J Bill R. keeping you company.
04/16
FRANKJS-·THREE MORE yearsl Without the
tame ducks-you'll either .sink' or swim. Cart' you
dog paddle?
04/16

SUbscribe

.Now

·New exico Daily Lobo
'Subscriptions
.
Only $10 per year

YASHICA 135GX STOLEN, if found please return
to 124 Marron Hall. No questions a!iked.
tf/n
LOST:. BLACK .LEGAL Notebook in SUB, 3/21,
Call277-5656 a.m. Gayle.
tf/n
LOST: BROWN SCARF 29 Marth at cotnor of

Central_ and Cornell. Ca.l1266--9721. Reward.

l
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ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·

CONCEPTIONS SOUTHW!!ST, SPRING 1979

294.017l.

I
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04/l7

PREGNANCY TESTING ANO counseling. Phone
247<9819.
04127
PASSPORT and IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS, 3

f

ror ~Sl~7.5!1 Lowest prices in town! Fasl, pleasing,
near UNM,
Blvd.
Nit Call '265-2444 or come to i7f1 Girard
04127

\
I
\'

'

CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 265,8846.
04/l.'l
WRITERS: AN ENGLISH Dept.•sponsored tabloid

i

!' ,.

is now accepting poetr_y and prose: (fiction and non~
fiction) submissions. We requcu that work be typed
and' delivered to Humanities Rm.272:. Contributors

I ,,..

iillintJst:rJpts.

must b; UNM students. We· eannt1t return
...j

Tues-Sal9pm~t:30am

1. PERSONALS
traceptioni sterititatton, abortion. Right to Choose.

tr/n

DANCE TO TKO live Sundays 7:30.12:00 at THE,
ESTABLISHMENT, Drink, dine & dance ex•

Wtitdnes,da~, April18,

by appointment. Tim'.s Tilling, 268-6510.
04/27
TYPING ALL PHASES college work, accurate,
reasonable, fast. 344.5446.
04/27
COCHITI. MOTORS. WE'LL fiK or buy your
vehielc. 6804 Coehiii SE. 268-4071.
04/27
TYPINO DONE IN my home. Fasto accurate.
REasonable prlee. 294-0167.
04/19
LINDA'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Seleetrie)
specializing: in legal and technical, also term papers
and theses. Reasonable, fast and accurate. 8776398.
04/20

4. HOUSING
THE CITADEL--SUPERB location ncar UNM &

downtown. Good bus service every 30 minutes. I
bedroom or t!fficiency, $185·$230. All utilities paid.
Deluxe kitchen wiih dishwasher & disposal,
recreation room. swirnmlng pool, TV room &
laundry~ Aduh complex, no pels. 1520 University
NE!, 243-2494.
04127
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM ~ilrnlsllCd apartment,
one block to UNM, 5200. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268-0525.
04/27
FRESHLY PAl_NTED AND _panelled. Enormous
lhree bedroom. Air, storag·e.- $175. 262-1751 Valley
Rentals $35 fcc.
04/20
HOUSESITIING: PROFESSIONAL WOMAN will
housesil during summer; experience, r~ererenccs.
Please cali26S-2403, 277'2831.
04120
CANDELARIA ONE BEDROOM; air~ fenced
yard, furnislled, .S90 includes utilities. 262·1751
ValleyRentals $35 (c:e.
04/20
HOUSE ACROSS FROM UNM, 3bdr., J baths,
study, fireplace, 1740Sq.ft. $67,500. Ph.2SS_-7964.
04121

neXt few week<). Monlgomer)' Plaza Malt.
,

tfln

editl9n on sal~ now In_ Marrort Hall, Room lOS,
$2,00.- Also* a: few of the last lssues wl11 be sold at a
special price,
tfri
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION Workshop: If
you are s•rious about learning Olm production, this
ptivute "ho.nds4onu workshop emphasizes _access to•
• with J)rofeSsiotiill 16tnm equipment
tuld _mstnichori
10 )1hotograph and edit your own Shore film. Oary
Doberman: 266-0863 afternoons/evenings,
04/27
ONE DAY EXCITING Rart Trips, $20, Call 8&"'782$ after 4.
04/18
:HELP CURl! DtABETES. Diabetic volunteers
needed for diet study, Reimbursed $100, 2. studies.
Must be diabetics treated by diel only (n6 htsulfn or
<?tal hypogfycr:_mre, dtuSs)•_ Must -be ht.ihhy 2l_•
60yrs._ ·no mcdlcauons (blfth corHro1 piUs alloWed)
. F'unher information call Jean Nichols 217-4656,
04120

1f/n
FOUND: HARBRACE COLLEGE Handbook, in
Marron Hall. ldenairy & Claim ip Marron Hall lOS.
tf/n
REWARD: FOR OLYMPUS OM· I with 28mm lens
taken from 2nd noor SUB Lounge. Call877-4004.
04/17
LOST: 3 KEYS April 4, Fine Ans Building, 2813043 eve.
04/19
FOUNO: SILVER BRACELET, set of keys,
Chlnese textbook, Biology Lab 'Technique R~earch
nOteboOk, wool -scarr. bOOkbagt lined notebook.
lfn
Identify and claim In _Biology main office.WHOEVER FOUND MY Seiko watch, please calf
again. 8814725.
04/17
, .. GEORGIA WILL: YOUR J.D. is in Matron Hall
04/2l
Room lOS.
i:OsT: DOWN VEST, blue Woolrich at I.M.
· soltball Monday April 2. Please call Bob; 24!.-6493.
04/23

3. SERVICES

1978 FORD MUSTANG, AM·FM ta5selte, fold

down tear seal, radials. Ellcelh:nt condition.
$3,850,00. Plc:ase call 266-6475 after 5:00pm •. tf/n

TICKETS TO '"The Boyfriend" at Greer Oarson
'fheatre, Aprll2J. 277-S695.
04/19
14KT, GOLD CHAINS; cqst phiS IOpci. to ati
UNM students. Call Ted 29jwi6S6.
04/23
1974 VOLVO. ECONOMICAL~28mpg highway,
22mpg city. Sate-•3800 pounds, disk brakes, Fuel

injection.

new clutCh.. Outshmding. cohditionf

$3200/best orrer. 277-3247, 831·3494 after 6:00.
04/i9
GAS SAVER BATA VUS Moped, accessories, $380,
242-1986.
04/27
TENOR. SAXAP.HONE,. YAMAHA Professional

model, mirtt .condition. S4SO With case. 2Stf.t004.
04/20
YARO SALE .. SUNOAY' Aptil 2l--elothing,
precioUS Utid SCITil•ptCc'ioOS Slblie5 0 CoilC:h, drapes
andmdre. 200 Aliso NE, 3 blocks east of Carlisle
tiri Copper.
04/20

KINI<.O'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Sele<:tne) and
now 3 minute Pa5sporl Photos. No appointment.
l68-85lS. We do keys.
.
. tf/n
1),
M
QA TYPING SERVICE. A compl01e typing and ..;_-,-._....,__-.;,;:,..;:..,;;.;.;;;,::;:;;_.;.;:,...___-'
cdUorla1 systc:m~_·Tcchllical, &cntral 1 Itga1, medicaJ, PART•TtME JOB !!:t'adil_ate students Otily,
sdtoia~lic:. Chatts & __tables._345 ..212S.
04/2.7" .., AfterrToons _and evenings, Mu~t be able to work

6.

TYPIST _ TE~M PAPERS, The!iis, Resutnel. 299·
·8970,
.041-24Gu.ITI\R LESSONS•, A LL styIc.~~ Marc's 1 GUitaf
Studio. 265·3315.
tf1n

:.;M.:::.IS~C:.;'E:;:.;:L; ,;L:;:,;.A; ; N;. ;. ;E:; ,:O:. U: . ;:S;_.

-"M·.·PLOYw.IIIE. NT.

Friday a?d Sal_~rday ni'&hls. Must .be 21 ;years old.
A.oppty _ut__ perso~, ~o_ ,phone .calls. ~lease• .SaV4::YJBY
Loqttor Store< at 5704 Lomal NE, SSl6 Menaul NE.
04/! 7

walnut-Sui.lried floor frame 1 2) safety Jidt!r1 3) finest
lap seam mattress, any size with duet! year
gua_rantcc. Water Trips, 3401 Central NE.
04/27
NEED

QUICK

CASH?

Sell

Conceptions-

Souihwest', UNMis new ar_ts/.titerary publicati'on,-on
20pct. commission. tome by Marrori Halt Room
105 mornings: or call 21"1·56$6 mo~nings_,
tf/n
I.R,S.7 NO, ADSI Two big.Aprilspeeials, All ADS

loudspeakers On sale· and annual demonstrator sale,
One each ot ever)' demonstrator al Hudson's AudiO
on Menaul is. tnnrked for dearance. Save ..5·40pct~
on 'tUrntables, loudSpeakers, receiverS, cassette
decks, etc:. etc. ADS and demonstrator sate new at
Hudson's Audio ·Ceriler; Meilaut and Pennsylvania.
04/18
il\!)~~~~~~...,

·r

POETRY

§wHo:READING
~~ Alonoet.. f · ... . .
§ •
~
chl·

.· .

f

~
~

•poetry·h.lsoallntermedla of
.
Hoplland
,
Eric Mollrlm
reading ffom current manuscripts
~
and latest book of poems
; leading Brltlshtrlllc of contemporary •.
British and American poetry

WHERE:

io5.
!.l>

.a

. '

· The Central torta/
,
a ms(aurant 'Coffee house next to
Ki1adjlan's Carpal on Cenlral
WHEN: Tuesday, Al\11117 8:00p,J:!1. .

a

~.

<'-

A

U...e....a':>~~....,;::r.i ~e.JJ

North lot

$parking
attacked

'

If
regulations
governing sl!id the Univer~ity, planned to
Comprehensive Employment and reduce it~ work force by about 100
Training
Adrninsitration
em- employee~.
. ployees follow their logical course,
"We're not going to pick up
the University will lose 59 of 120
the~~ (CETA) employees," said
CETA employees by Sept. 3(1, says
UNM Personnel Director Phillip Perovich. "IJ we took on employees now paid by the, goverAlarid,
nment, it would make it more.
difficult
to achieve a '2-percent
Beginning Sept. 30, ·employees
reduction
in personnel."
who have worked under , the
"If a CETA job is necessary to
CETA program for is months or
more will be ineligible for CETA the University," he said, ''we
hope to have it moved to existing
funding, Alariq said Monday.
University personnel."
·
By that date, he said, half the
Alarid said campus CETA.
number of UNM CETA em- employees
can
apply
for
ployees will be in that category.
University-funded positions.
"If things (ollow their logical
"They (CETA employees) will
conclusion," said Alarid, "and if be given the same opportunity as
Congress does not step in, we will any other person to apply for
definitely lose these jobs."
UNM jobs," he said.

1968 MERCURY coUGAR--good condltion-but,8
c.;.•......
needs some work. Call 243-7387 or 266-6475. NEW WATEiiBED, Sl09.9S buys you I) dark

SSOO.OO or VW of c:omp:i_rable va1ue-.
tr/n
LEICA M3; SOMM F2 SUmicron. Recent factory
oVerlla~t and convetsion td single stroke.- $350 or
best offer. 262-0)79 eveni11gs: and Wt!ckends. trln

"(t:,msponsibltl"
journalists in Malf'on
Hall have done it again.
See page 8.

1979

'

SUMMER JOBS, NOWt World cruisers! Pleasure
~oals! No experience! Good_ pa;,o! Carribe3n,
,Hawaii, World! Send S3.9S for application and
direct referrals to SEAWORLD OZ, Box ',60129,
Sacramento, C~ 95860.
04127
JOBS! LAKE TAHOE, Calif! FantaSiie lips!
$1,700·54,000 summer! Thousands still needed.
Casinos, Restaurants, Ranches, Cruisers. Send
$3.9!5 for applicatiOri/info. to LAKEWORLD DZ,
Bo• 60129. Sacto.; CA 95860.
04/27
SUMMER DAY CAMP Needs: e:~tp. Arts & CrafiS
Director, camp counselors, WSI qualified helpful.
Send resume to Jewish Community Coun_cil 600
Louisiana Blvd. SE, Albuquerque, NM
04/17
''OVERSEAS JOBS • SUMMER/yeat tound.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fic;ldsj
SS00-$1,200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free info ~ write: IJC, _Box 52-NB, Corona Del
Mar, CA 9262S.
04/27
S!lllKING QUALIFIED COMMUTING instructor
to teach .one or more of the following sports activities~ Tennis, Swjmming. Archery, Socc~:r, for
three summer· months. Classes will meet we~klY'
appro~timate1y 4hr.s/day. Degree not necessary.
Salary nt!gotiable, Call tile Johnson O'Malley
Program, New Laguna, 1-SS2-662S collect.
04/17
PART.,TIME: JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay~
Possible full·lime during summer. Call: Phil
Franczyk, CLU, 883·5360.
04/27
LOVE BOATS WANT You. Exciting careers or
summer jobs. worldwide tra\·cl, For details rush
$1.00! Cruisesllips lnl_crnational, Box 530188 1
Miami Shores, Fla. 33153.
04/21
LIKE TO TEACH? All subjecl areas. Freedom
UniVersity, 26(j..J619 12-6.
04/23
WANTED ... Bl·LINGUAL SECRETARY, MuS! be
ablc•to take dictation in English and Spanish. Call
Prof. Ulibarri, Chairman, Dept •. of Modern and
Clao;sical Languages. 277-5907.
04123
PART..TIME JOBS, days or.,evenings, ~p{lly Dairy
Queen. 2300 Ccntrat.SE.
04/19

5. FOR SALE

I.IR~/If The

CETA·jobs
face cuts

2. LOST&FOUND

Marron Hall Room 131
or send $10 to:
·
UNM Box 20. Univ. of N . Alb., N.M. 87131

(

GARJ)ENiNG? START EASY. Custom rototilling

__ -----

,DAI·LV

those on a speech by Alexander
Their series of five stories showed how
Solzhenitsyn., A visit by Israeli Prime
between ,1973 and 1976 a group tried to
Minister Menachem Begin and the antiorganized crime deliberated d;:stroyed the
smoking crusade of Heal,th and Welfare
company, leaving the state holding $20
secretary Joseph· Califano.
million in unpaid biDs, The series reported
- Spot photography: Thomas J. Kelly
that former teamster leader James R.
III
of the Pottstown (Pa.) Mercury for a
:Hoffas, who mysteriously disappeared
and is feared dead, was a secret owner of series of photographs on the siege· of
Richard Gri¢st who held his· family
the company.
hostage
in a rural home.
Robert ,Penn Warren won his third
- Feature photography: The 16 staff
Pulitzer Prize for his book .of poems,
"Now and Then: Poeins 1976-1978." :He photographers of the Boston Herald
won the Pulitzer first in 1947 for fiction American for their photos on the snow
for his book, "All The King's Men," and storm that st'ruck' New England in
his second in 195 8 for poetry for February 1978, Fifty-four people died and
10,000 were evacuated from their homes.
''Promises: Poems 1954-56."
- Commentary: Russell Baker of the
Novelist John Cheever won the 1979
for fiction for "The Stories of John N~w York Times for his observer c~)umn,
Cheever," a collection of 61 stories which appears four times a week.
- Criticism: Paul Gapp of the Chicago
written since 1945. :He won the National
T!ibune
for his architecture criti!:ism.
Book Award in )958 for his novel, "The
- Feature Writing: John Franklin of
Wapshot Chronicle."
The other seven winner&. of journalism the Baltimore Evening Sun for a two-part
feature describing a delicate brain
prizes ·were:
operation.
The feature-writing category
-: Editorial cartooning; :He~bert Block
of the Washington Post,. who signs his was inaugurated this year.
Sam Shepard, a 35-year-old playwright
cartoons "Herblock." It was his third
whose
works have been primarily perPulitzer Prize. The 1979 prize honored the
whole of his work. He won the prize in formed off Broadway, won the prize for
drama for his play, "Buried Child." The
1942 and in 1954 for specific cartoons.
- Editorial writing: Edwin Yoder Jr., play, a view of a disiniegrating rurai
editorial page editor of the Washington 'family in Illinois, opened last fall in New
Star, for a variety of editorials, including York City.

RUDE GUYS IN 242: Do you have a good hand?
04/17
The Phantom Caller.
SPRING CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST; UNM's

.,

New·Mexica

'

periente. {fKO wil( also play
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:riters,photos, artist
take Pulitzer Prizes

I
l

~•·wta

Un~QW
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NEW YORK, (UPT) - A weekly
California newspaper, the Point Reyes
Light, won the Pulitzer Prize for public
service Monday for an invesitgation into
the operations of the national
headquarters of Syanon.
The Light, a 2,600 ciculation weekly,
investigated the operation of the drugtreatment program, which has its
·headquarters in Point Reyes in northern
California, an hQur's drive from San
Francisco,
The paper found evidence of beatings,
stockpiling of weapons, of revenge attacks
and other legal and extra-legal incidents
involving the program. The publishers of
the paper are David Mitchell and his wife
Catherine.
The Pulitzer Prize fol' national
reporting was won by James Risser of the
Des Moines Register. Risser, who won the
1976 Pulizer for national reporting, wrote
a seven-part series on pollution by farmers. His series,. which followed a sixmonth study, showed agriculture to be a
leading cause of water pollution and soil
destruction.
The San Diego Evening Tribune won
the prize for general local reporting for its
coverage of the air disaster over San
Diego last Sept. 25. In that crash, 144
people were killed when .a Pacific Southwest Airline 727 jet collided with a small

-I/!I!IJQr,.

By MARY ANN HATCHI'IT
of 7 the
The
co-chairman
ASUNM. lobby committee said he ,
has gained the sUpport of two
AI buq11erque city counselors in
opposing a UNM planto change
. the free north parking Jot into a
paid and restricted parking area.
In an interview Tuesday, Phillip
DePriest said he has drafted a
letter to the city council in favor
of a ·non-restricted parking lot
·
north of campus.
DePriest said he did not want to
divulge the names of the two
couselors.
"lt has always been a free lot.
Now ·they are dumping the
responsibility of paving those Jots
on the students, when iJ could
have been paid for with state-issue
bonds," DePriest said.
DePriest said he would like the
CETA employee Ros~J Stewart hils worked since 1917llt
city,
the only · organization
the finllncial aids office. I Photo by T. E. Parmer)
continued on page 3

Alarid said his office ·has hired
CETA employees "as. late as a
week ago" who will now be
working under the 18-month
condition.
By FAITH COLEMAN
But, he said, another CETA
Dr.
Willialll
A.
Or!>ss,
dean of the UNM College of Engineering, will
regulation
111ay
altog~_ther
conduct a one-month investigation of new approaches to problems in
clill)inate UNM CETA jobs.
technology .at the l'echnology Consultancy Centre at the University of
Kumasi
in Ghana, Africa.
"The new regulation states that
Gross,
who was invited to the
university by Dr. John Powell ' director
CETA salaries must start at
.
.
$6,635 per year," he said. "As of of the centre, has been awarded a National Science Foundation grant to
Sept. 30, we will have no positions undertake the study.
with that low of a salary."
Alarid said the University's · Gross said be will be ga~hering information on .''novel approaches to
lowest starting salaries were more low-cost, decentralized technology," such as the use of small power
plants in individual communities, .rather than one large, centralized
than .$.8,000 a year.
system for many communities;
Gross • said he will also study schemes for "technology tranLast week, John Perovich," vice
president for business and finance, sfer"-taking new technology and putting it into practice:

Dean to study tec_hnology in Ghana
"Once the technology has been invented and proved to be useful,
people must learn how to apply it," Gtqss said.
He cited as an example the design and subsequent use of solar-heated
homes. "Solar homes have been developed;" be said", "but now people
must learn how to make them operational."·
"The centre is working to develop indigenous strengths in Ghana by
using resources and small manufacturing facilities,", Gross said. "It's
possible that some of their approaches might be useful in many of the
Indian reservations and small communities in New Mexico."
·
, The dean said that his visit may also provide ideas for ways in which
the College df Engineering can be a more helpful resource to .rural
communities in New Mexcio;
Gross plans to be in Ghana from May 28 through June 24. In his
absence, Dr. Glenn A. Whan, associate dean of the College of
Engineering, will serve as the college's acting dean.

KUNM's b~nefit boOgies and shakes Kimo
By BILL ROBERTSON

When the tickets to KUNM's Easter
benefit at the Kimo went JJn sale, I
thought,· "Geez, those crazies in Onate
Hall have done it again."
Glistening on the back of the ducat was
the mod logo of KZZX. Ooops.
Despite this auspicious beginning,
Sunday's bash at the marvelously funky
Kimo was the event of the season. It was,
as station manager Paul Mansfeild said
after the show, "one hell of a party." ·
Even the us~ally straightforward Oliver,..
'Stone, the head jock . at KUNM, who
wears "Disco Sucks... t-shirts, seemed to
enjoy his role as the master of
ceremonies. He could be seen doing. a·
sot't-sboe in the wings.
It was a night for danCing; the reggae ,
band .Juic¢ was particularly pleasing to
those inclined to "kick, the rug.," The
problem was so acute that floor space was
at a premium.
,
AU three acts featured - the soul
group Flipside, Alnia, a jazz combo, and
the aforementioned Juice
had
·previously played .live in J(t,JNM's studios.
Spokespersons, for the musicians said tliey
were glad to do the benfit. Joey Bradley,
· rhthym guitarist and lead vocalist fot
' Santa Fe-based Juice, said, "It's good to
work with people where there's no money
involved."
Alma's female vocalist, Joan Griffin,
said, "It's a rt!nl pleasure to be here

Flipside was the first of three a.cts at "one hell of 8 party"
Easter eve11ing at the Kimo Theatre, 8 benefit to support
public radio --.namely KUNM.IPhoto by Bill Barbre)
working for such agood cause, Really, I
listen to 'em and I'm no jerk!"
Flipside opened the evening with
aggressive Tower of Powet-style jazz:·Jots
of strong brass interlaced with shouts of
"Get Down!"
Ex-news director Oan Wagner next

carne out of retirement to announce Juice
which quickly got lots of Jamaican musi~
fans on their ·feet and shakin'. Together
since last. August, the band was easily
. called back for an encore. .
Alma then took the stage, initially
playing sounds which, if the walls of the

old Kimo could talk, probably echoed
through that historic ball many years ago.
It was swing and bop, straight form the
Prohibition era, and the five members of
Alma player it like nobody's buisness.
Speaking of " •.. nobody's business,"
Mrs. Griffin soon took the stage in
celebration of Bessie Smith's birthday.
Resplendent in white plume hat and
colorful scarves, Ahna's own "Queen of
the Blues" wowed an appreciative
audience with such classics as "In the
House Blues" ·and '''Ain't Nobody's
Business."
' Guest trombonist Dave Sanchez and
Alma's John Truitt blew their horns in
cool style; Truitt at one point brandished
a piccolo for a. tune which was possibly
the. most memorable moment of a
memorable night.
As to logistics, the theater was donated
for the night by the -city, the sound
equipment was a combination of KUNM
and Tim Schellenbaum,- the booze was
handled by Ned's (it ran out early) ani:!
the labor was all volunteer.
·KUNM promotions whiz Peter Cubra
said the show netted ''almost $1100" for
the station, . with a turnout of · approximately 400.
·
This Sunday. the Kimo will th.e stage for
the second half of this benefit series,
starring Lisa Gilkyson, the Sons of Redan
and 8onnie and the Boomerangs., lt starts
at 8 p.m.
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